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HUMAN PRIVILEGE 

 

A U T H O R ' S    I N T R O D U C T I O N 

It is the greatest and the highest good fortune of  

any sentient being to be born in the form of man. 

~ Saint Jagat Singh ~ 

 

Every person in this world was born with a Golden Spoon in their mouth. Why? You may ask. 

The answer: Because they were born human! 

 

Truth be told, being human is a privilege. It is not a right, although we may think it is. The 

human body has generally been regarded as belonging to an individual. This belief is one of the 

greatest and most pernicious delusions plaguing mankind. 

 

The object of this work is to share the truth of the above quote and explain the incredible gift of 

HUMAN PRIVILEGE which has blessed us all, whether we know it or not. However, it’s truly 

critical that we “know it” and not squander it, “it” being our Human Privilege. 

 

To be direct, we do not own our bodies. Being endowed with a human body is a privilege beyond 

understanding. Truly, the human body is a gift from God enabling us to escape from the 

labyrinthine nightmare of this very dark and depraved world.  

 

This may seem a harsh indictment but, verily, it is the truth. How many people on this planet 

have regarded their body as a true gift to which they own the right? It’s a good bet that most 

people believe their human body is their own, never even thinking it is a privilege. The Saints 

tell us otherwise. As Saint Jagat Singh reminds us:  

 

It is the greatest and the highest good fortune of 

any sentient being to be born in the form of man. 

 

Jagat Singh’s quote is extremely potent but just wait to read what other Saints have espoused on 

the subject of being human!  
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Verily, each of us humans are, without a doubt, the most fortunate and blessed living beings 

inhabiting this world. Why is that, you say? Simply read on and realize the critical importance of 

HUMAN PRIVILEGE! 

 

God Speed. 

 

Richard Andrew King 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 


